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Diving into Mastery Guidance for Educators

Diving

Deeper

Deepest



Aim
• Associate a fraction with division and calculate decimal fraction 

equivalents for a simple fraction.

• Solve problems involving unequal sharing and grouping using 
knowledge of fractions and multiples.



Look at the two bar models. Which bar model has the greater 
amount shaded? How many metres more are shaded? 

DivingFraction of an Amount
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Bar model A has 4000m or 4km shaded and bar model B 
has 4400m or 4.4 km shaded.

Bar model B has 400m more shaded than bar model A.

How much 
is a whole 
bar worth?

×
How many 

equal parts does 
each bar have?  

×
What is 

the value of 
each part?

×
How many 
parts are 
shaded?

×

Clue 1 Clue 2 Clue 3 Clue 4



DivingFraction of an Amount

Two cyclists have set out 
on a journey of 2.5km. 

Cyclist A has travelled

of the journey.2
5

Cyclist B has travelled

of the journey.
7

10

How much further has 
cyclist B travelled than 
cyclist A? Give your answer 
in kilometres and metres.

Cyclist A has 
travelled 1km

or 1000m.

A

Cyclist B 
has travelled 

1.75km or 
1750m.

B

This means that 
cyclist B has 

travelled 0.75km 
or 750m further 
than cyclist A.



Fraction of an Amount Deeper

Is this statement true or false?
The shaded part of bar model C has a value of 270. 

Justify your answer fully.

2400

A

B

C

?

?

This 
statement 
is false. 

Bar model A has a value of 2400. As it is 
split into four equal sections, we know 
each section must have a value of 600. 

600 600 600 600

Bar model B is equal in value to three of bar 
model A’s sections so bar model B must have 
a value of 1800. As bar model B is split into 
two equal parts, each section must have a 
value of 900. 

1800

900 900

Therefore, bar model C must have a total 
value of 900. As bar model C is split into 
10 equal sections, each section must have 
a value of 90 so the shaded part has a 
value of 360.

Bar model C is equivalent in value 
to one of bar model B’s sections. 

90909090909090909090

900



Fraction of an Amount Deepest

A farmer is planting three different 
crops - potatoes, carrots and 
cabbages - on some of his fields. 

Each of his fields measures 1000m².

He wants to make sure that each 
crop takes up a whole number of 
metres squared. 

Using your knowledge of fractions, 
show the farmer three different 
possibilities for splitting up a field and 
then show how many metres squared 
each of his crops would take up. Can 
you use a fraction with a different 
denominator for each section?

Potatoes

Carrots

Cabbages

= 300m23
10

= 500m21
2

= 200m21
5

Here is one 
way the farmer 

could split up one 
of his fields which 

measures 
1000m2:

Can you 
find a different 
way to split up 

the field?



Dive in by completing your own activity!

Fraction of an Amount
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